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COGNITIVE ABILITY COMPONENT

Real time analysis of test taker behaviour to deter and detect cheating.

MAS Business Fundamentals

More informative, mental agility-focused alternatives to traditional
abstract, verbal and numerical cognitive ability tests. Available in
International English with norms for primary English speakers and
secondary English speakers.

Feedback Reports available to candidates.

All tests include individual question timing and cut off limits that challenge target groups. 

Time intervals in the Advanced version are shorter than those in the Standard version.

DECISION MAKING COMPONENT

Standard version includes tests of working memory,

mental arithmetic and vocabulary. Advanced version

includes tests of working memory, financial reasoning

and vocabulary.

All tests are in a mental agility format and sample fluid

ability and crystallized knowledge to identify cognitively

versatile people.

Scores are combined algorithmically to derive the

Fundamental Abilities Quotient - an overall estimate of

general ability - for easy comparison of test takers.

Includes insights into a test taker's decision making style

by sampling their metacognition - the test taker has to

'think about their thinking' and indicate the confidence

they have in the answers they give to test questions.

Identifies high potential people whose cognitive

versatility is matched by confident, accurate and timely

decision making.

Uncovers people who show consistent patterns of

overconfidence or underconfidence in their cognitive

abilities.

Standard version | 25 minutes | 3 tests | 48 items       Advanced version | 20 minutes | 3 tests | 33 items



COGNITIVE ABILITY COMPONENT

Real time analysis of test taker behaviour to deter and detect cheating.

More informative, working memory-focused alternatives to traditional
standard and advanced abstract/diagrammatic reasoning tests. Fast
administration times and available in multiple languages.

All tests include individual question timing and cut off limits that challenge target groups. 

Time intervals in the Advanced version are shorter than those in the Standard version.

Candidate Reports available to provide feedback.

DECISION MAKING COMPONENT

The Standard version includes a test of working memory
and a test of numerical operations. 

The Advanced version includes a test of working memory
and a test of numerical inductive reasoning. 

They sample fluid ability as an unbiased and objective
measure of general learning and problem solving potential.

Scores are combined algorithmically to derive the General
Potential Quotient for easy comparison of test takers. 

Includes insights into a test taker's decision making style by
sampling their metacognition - the test taker has to 'think about
their thinking' and indicate the confidence they have in the
answers they give to test questions. 

Identifies high potential people whose strong cognitive
capacity is matched by confident, accurate and timely decision
making. 

Uncovers people who show consistent patterns of

overconfidence or underconfidence in their cognitive abilities. 

MAS General Potential
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 Standard version | 15 minutes | 2 tests | 28 items     Advanced version | 12 minutes | 2 tests | 20 items
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COGNITIVE ABILITY COMPONENT

Real time analysis of test taker behaviour to deter and detect cheating.

Feedback Reports available to candidates.

Equitable and fair test design to give all test takers the same opportunity to compete

questions within a cut off time.

DECISION MAKING COMPONENT

Includes tests of mental arithmetic, numerical pattern

recognition and financial reasoning at a graduate and

professional level.

Samples fluid reasoning ability and numerical crystallized

knowledge in a mental agility format to identify genuinely

quick and accurate 'numbers people'.

Scores are combined algorithmically to derive the

Numerical Quotient for easy comparison of people.

Includes insights into a test taker's decision making style by

sampling their metacognition - the test taker has to 'think

about their thinking' and indicate the confidence they have

in the answers they give to test questions.

Identifies high potential 'numbers' people who have high

numerical problem solving ability matched by confident,

accurate and timely decision making.

Uncovers people who show consistent patterns of

overconfidence or underconfidence in their numerical

abilities.

A more informative, mental agility-focused alternative to traditional
numerical aptitude assessments for use with graduate and professional
level personnel.  Available in multiple languages.

MAS Numerical
 

Advanced version | 20 minutes | 3 tests | 34 items
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